Drum Cafe is a unique hands-on approach to **Teambuilding**, **Leadership Development**, and **Interactive Entertainment**. Through the universal language of music and rhythm, we align, engage and inspire corporate groups and events. Recommended as **“the quickest way to bring people together”**, Drum Cafe programs break barriers, unlock potential, and effect real behavioral change. Originating in South Africa in 1997, Drum Cafe now has **20 offices worldwide**, and is a global leader in interactive training and events. **50,000 events in 60 countries**! Our multicultural teams and highly skilled facilitators will transform any size group into a unified, motivated force. **This is Rhythm@Work!**

**Drum Cafe Overview**
ALL IS ONE DRUM CIRCLE

Participants walk into the room in response to a drum-call, to find an African ‘Djembe’ drum on EVERY chair. Attendees pick up the drum and do something they’ve possibly never done before. Within minutes, through specialized facilitation, their risk pays off and they are drumming together as ONE team, in perfect unison, each person an integral part of the rhythm and success of the whole. Through the facilitated group drumming experience, people are strengthened, not threatened by their differences. Groups become motivated, receptive to training, and open to collaboration. Programming is fully scalable and customized to meet your desired outcomes.

Drum Cafe Interactive

ALL IS ONE COMMUNITY BUILDING

Diving deep into musical collaboration, Drum Cafe’s CommUNITY Building is a detailed workshop that takes both skill acquisition and business analogies to a higher level. Breakout groups learn unique parts of a musical piece, and then demonstrate the power of unity and diversity in action as they return to the general session to layer in their rhythms for ONE powerful crescendo! This process enables the spirit of teamwork to thrive. A drum piece is extremely precise and 100% focus is required from all participants. Everybody gets back more energy than they put in.

CommUNITY Building Sampler

WOW! PERFORMANCES

Drum Cafe’s customized OPENING experiences bring a special energy and WOW FACTOR as the kick-off to your conference or event. Our programs combine Rhythm, Theater, and the Element of Surprise. Drum Cafe’s performers are diverse and world-class; West Africa’s top master drummers and dancers; Grammy award winning artists; and veterans of Broadway’s Lion King and Stomp. All events are customized. All experiences unforgettable!

Performance Sampler

Ramp up the rhythm and energize your room!